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Introduction

Scenario
A large amount of sensing data are generated, 
but only a small portion of them will be 
queried by users



The Index-based Data 
Dissemination



An Adaptive Ring-based Index (ARI) 
Scheme

Goal
Fault tolerance
Load balance
Efficiency



Initializing an index ring



Query an index (1/3)



Query an index (2/3)



Query an index (3/3)



Updating an index

Similar to query an index
When the message arrives at an index 
node on the ring, the node updates its 
index and forwards the message along the 
circle in the clockwise direction
The message is dropped when it is 
forwarded back to a node that has already 
received it



Dealing with  clustering failures



Enhancements

Lazy index updating (LIU)
Lazy index query (LIQ)



Lazy index updating (LIU)



Lazy index query (LIQ)
An old storing node keeps a pointer to the next storing node for at 
least                   , where      is system parameter, and   represents 
the time period that an old storing node should keep an pointer to 
the next storing node
When a source replies a data message to a sink, it attaches its 
location to the message. On receiving the message, the sink caches 
the location.
When a sink wants to query the source of a target, it first checks if it 
has cached the location of the source. If the location is cached and 
the caching time is less than    , it will send a query directly to the 
source. Otherwise, the query is sent to the index nodes.
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Performance Evaluations



Compare the performance of data 
dissemination schemes
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The index updating message 
complexity



The query message complexity
No LIU : 

LIU : 



The average query delay



The total message complexity 
with LIU



The message complexity with LIQ
No LIQ : 

LIQ : 



Conclusions

Simulation results show that the index-based 
scheme outperforms the ES scheme, the DCS 
scheme, and LS scheme
Authors also proposed several mechanisms to 
optimize the ARI scheme and the proposed 
optimization mechanisms can further improve 
the system performance


